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• How can I expand the reach of my research without adding to my workload?

• What is the best way to share my work with colleagues and students?

• How can I increase the impact and longevity of my scholarship?

Contact the Scholars’ Mine team at scholarsmine@mst.edu about contributing your research papers and creative works or setting up an author profile.

SCHOLARS’ MINE SERVICES

• Institutional repository
• Faculty author profiles
• eJournal publishing
• eBook publishing
• eConference publishing
• Research data hosting
• Research data management
• Copyright
• Digitization services

A showcase for the research and creative output of the Missouri University of Science and Technology

Scholars’ Mine is a service of Curtis Laws Wilson Library
WHAT ARE AUTHOR PROFILES?

Author profiles are personalized professional web sites showcasing your research and creative activities.

Author profiles provide you with:

- Greater visibility through an enhanced and managed web presence.
- Discoverability of your work in one place.
- The ability to provide context to your scholarship through customized introductions and other descriptive information.
- An easy way for readers to follow your work and for you to keep them up-to-date through social media.
- Monthly reports of downloads and readership activity.
- Portability and longevity. Your profile stays with you even if you leave Missouri S&T.

HOW DOES SCHOLARS’ MINE BENEFIT YOU?

- Having your work in Scholars’ Mine raises the profile of your research.
- Items in Scholars’ Mine are more likely to be cited, increasing your research impact.
- Having your research in Scholars’ Mine facilitates research collaboration.
- Your research will be discovered via search engines.
- Scholars’ Mine gives you tools to measure your readership and generates reports on your downloads.
- Scholars’ Mine enhances your online presence with author profiles.
- Scholars’ Mine manages and preserves your work for the long term.

WHAT CONTENT IS IN SCHOLARS’ MINE?

Scholars’ Mine has all types of content including:

- Journals and journal articles
- Student scholarship
- Creative scholarship and writing
- Books and book chapters
- Conferences, conference papers and presentations
- Research data
- Video, still images, and audio

Scholars’ Mine—Nurturing the Creation of Knowledge

Scholars’ Mine is the institutional repository for the Missouri University of Science and Technology. Scholars’ Mine provides access to the digital scholarly and cultural resources created by the university community. This includes faculty papers, departmental publications, conference proceedings, graduate student works, and other scholarly material, as well as campus cultural and historical works.

The vision for Scholars’ Mine is to be an active participant in the creation of new knowledge through integration with research and scholarship activities and to create and support communities of researchers and scholars.